Graphene 2014 is raising great interest
The Graphene Community meeting point in 2014

Madrid (Spain): October 17, 2013

The largest European event on Graphene (Graphene conference series), Graphene 2014, is rapidly growing and raising great interest from the Graphene Community Worldwide.

Currently the event unveils 30 invited and keynote speakers from top level institutions. The plenary session will gather internationally renowned speakers covering most fundamental issues in graphene and two-dimensional materials, as well as challenges in large scale synthesis and applications (Samsung, Nokia, Airbus…).

Extensive thematic workshops in parallel are planned (Applications of Graphene-based Materials, Materials & Devices Characterization, Theory & Simulation, Worldwide Graphene Initiatives, Funding and Priorities) and a strong focus in current and future applications of graphene with the GRAPHENE FLAGSHIP industrial workshop “Composites”.

The Graphene 2014 Conference will feature for the first time an exhibition of Worldwide Graphene Research Centers, apart from all the companies that usually attend and will certainly boost networking between research institutes, investors, engineers and industrials. Graphene research centers, investment companies, graphene producers, publishers are among the 20 exhibitors that already confirmed attendance.

The abstract submission will open on the 4th week of October and will remain until February 03, 2014. Opportunities for PhD students will be available on dedicated sessions and grants will also be offered.

Graphene 2014 will be held in Toulouse (France) between the 6 and the 9 of May 2014 at the Centre de Congrès Pierre Baudis.

Organizers:
Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN2)
Phantoms Foundation www.phantomsnet.net
Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL)

Local Organizers:
CEMES CNRS
CIRIMAT/CNRS
LAAS/CNRS
LCC Ensiacet
Université de Bordeaux
Université de Montpellier 2